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Senate Minutes 
Meeting 2 

 

Meeting attended by: a full list of attendees is available from frances.muscatelli@manchester.ac.uk 

Apologies: Declan Leahy, Saboor Qureshi, Aimee Li, Frances Lester, Dorian Gordon, Kasia Chaberska, 
Mohammed Safdar, Beatrice Siyanbola, Kieron Power 

Date: Thursday 3rd December 2015 

Time: 18:15 – 20:46 

Secretary: Frances Muscatelli (FM) 

Agenda Topic #1: Welcome, Quorum and Apologies 

 
Senate Chair Rob Gilbert (RG) opens the meeting by welcoming Senate and audience members. The 
meeting is declared quorate and begins at 18.15. A list of apologies is read out:  

 Declan Leahy 

 Saboor Qureshi 

 Aimee Li 

 Frances Lester 

 Dorian Gordon 

 Kasia Chaberska 

 Mohammed Safdar 

 Beatrice Siyanbola 

A Senate member adds that Kieron Power would also like to send apologies.  
 
RG invites Senate members to start with an ice breaker – students introduce themselves and tell each 
other what they are doing this weekend. 
 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #2: Explanation of Process 

 
RG uses a PowerPoint to cover the rules and regulations of the meeting. This covers the agenda, rules 
relating to debate, the use of hand signals and a guide to elections taking place at this meeting. 
 

Action Items: None 

Agenda Topic #3: Approval of Senate 1 Minutes 

 
RG presents the minutes from the first meeting of Senate on 3/10/15. He asks Senate members for any 
amendments or corrections, stating that there has already been a request for a minor change to some 
wording and the spelling of a name.  
 
Part-time Community Officer Joseph Clough (JC) requests that all acronyms (e.g. BME, SU etc.) are 
clarified at the beginning of the minutes in the interests of accessibility. Audience member Edward 
Birdsall (EB) responds that he feels this is ‘pointless’ as ‘everybody already understands the acronyms’. 
 
With no more requests for clarifications, Senate approve JC’s request and the minutes as a whole.  
 
JC raises the point that the Bye Laws state that the Gen Sec should give a report on the State of the 
Union. 
Naa Acquah (NA) confirms that she will give a report on the Union after the Senate elections. 
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Action Items: FM to upload approved minutes to Students’ Union website. FM to ensure ‘State of the 
Union’ report is added to next agenda. 

Agenda Topic #4: Senate Committee Elections 

 
RG hands over to Students’ Union (SU) staff member Frances Muscatelli (FM) who explains that no 
students have put themselves forward for the three unfilled Senate Rep Positions (Student Carer, 
Distance-learner and Part-time Student). Candidates have stood in the following Senate Committee 
elections which Senate will be voting on: 

 Service Committee (Women’s Place) 

 Diversity and Liberation Committee (Open Place) 

 Steering Committee (LGBTQ Women’s Place) 

 Scrutiny Committee (BME Women’s Place) 

 
Activities and Development Officer Joel Smith asks if there will be any speeches for these elections. RG 
clarifies that there will not be.  
 
FM hands out voting codes and Senate breaks for food and elections count. 
 

Action Items: FM to open standing on Students’ Union website and to promote remaining Senate Rep 
opportunities before next Senate meeting. 

Agenda Topic #5: Senate Committee Election Results/ State of the Union Address 

 

RG welcomes the room back and  announces the results of the elections: 

 Service Committee (Women’s Place): Xiaoqiao Yu 

 Diversity and Liberation Committee (Open Place): Rachana Halasabele 

 Steering Committee (LGBTQ Women’s Place): Izzy Gurbuz 

 Scrutiny Committee (BME Women’s Place): Miriam Walker-Khan 

FM explains that the conditions attached to the remaining positions have now been lifted and the 
remaining place on Services Committee is now open to any student. 

General Secretary Naa Acquah presents on the State of the Union. She shows that the SU is exceeding 
targets for student engagement, citing 27,000 society sign-ups from 11,000 students. There has been a 
delay to the building extension work due to issues with the roof. Repairs to the roof, changing the 
windows and potentially adding lifts will take place from March until August 2016 and the main work will 
now commence in November 2016. The SU’s strategic plan is almost up and staff have tendered 
research provider Alterline to feed into the design of the new one. Financially the SU has been doing well 
and staff are about to start block grant negotiations. 

RG reminds audience that they are able to ask questions of elected officers and if they wish to do so they 
should submit these in the next half hour. 

Action Items: FM to open standing on Students’ Union website and to promote remaining opportunity 
before next Senate meeting. 

Agenda Topic #6: Steering Report 
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RG explains what the Steering Committee is – the group of elected students who direct the general 

management of Senate including the agenda. He invites Begum Yilmaz (BY) to present the Steering 

Report. 

BY explains that the committee decided to put all ideas into a priority ballot to allow students to decide 

what they care about most. This was opened up to all students and send out in Union publicity. BY 

explains that a policy submitted by Education Committee refers to the wording of a Union bye-law so was 

removed from the ballot and will be presented to Senate as a constitutional amendment. Steering 

Committee also decided to reject a policy that would mandate the SU to encourage students to ‘give the 

homeless people under the bridge on Oxford road food stamps instead of money’ as this is not 

something they felt the SU could or should do. Steering also decided to implement anonymous voting 

using clickers as is set out in the Senate Bye-Law, and to consider amendments outside of the usual 15 

minute time-limit for debating a policy.  

Faculty Officer Fred Craig (FC) stands up to dispute the decision to use anonymous voting. FC states 

that representative democracy and anonymous voting are incompatible and will prevent students from 

being able to hold their elected Officers to account. They argue that recorded voting should be the norm 

and students should easily be able to find out how their different representatives vote on issues. 

Community Officer Harriet Pugh (HP) explains that a number of students share this concern. As the 

Senate Bye-Law states anonymous voting should be used, HP suggests putting forward a constitutional 

amendment at a future Senate meeting to change this, as well as a procedural motion to use a recorded 

ballot on Motions 5 and 6 (relating to the Safe Space Policy) this evening.  

RG asks for clarification who is putting this procedural motion forward. HP replies that she is happy to. 

Ethical and Environmental Officer Alexandra Cuschieri (AC) asks for clarification on how the other 

motions will be voted on. RG explains that all other motions will be voted on by secret electronic ballot. 

With the direction of Steering Committee, RG also clarifies the SU won’t be recording the votes made by 

the 20 Student Panel as they are unelected, and that the Activities Committee’s votes won’t be 

accessible either, as their role and responsibilities regarding Senate was not communicated before they 

stood for election. 

Audience member Edward Birdsall (EB) heckles and is given a verbal warning. 

Student Community Officer Joseph Clough (JC) asks if recorded voting will also be used on amendments 

and RG clarifies that it will only be used on voting for, against or abstaining on motions as a whole. 

The procedural motion passes and voting on Policies 5 and 6 will now be done by recorded paper ballot. 

Steering Committee explain that if students want recorded voting formalised then the idea should be 

submitted as a proposal and voted on at the next Senate meeting. 

Action Items: Senate to use recorded paper ballots for motions 5 and 6. 

Agenda Topic #7: Scrutiny Report 

Scrutiny Committee member Josh Arnold presents the Scrutiny Committee Report. There are no 

objections or challenges to the report but one committee member asks for their name to be spelled 

correctly. 

Action Items: FM to make corrections and make report available to students via the Students’ Union 
website. 
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Agenda Topic #8: Constitutional Proposals 

 

RG clarifies the rules and order of debate. 

1. Officers of the Union Bye Law amendment regarding role and duties of the Education 
Officer 
 

Education Officer Michael Spence (MS) proposes an idea submitted by Education Committee to edit the 

Bye Laws to remove out of date committees from the list of committees the Education Officer should 

attend. 

Campaigns and Citizenship Officer Hannah McCarthy asks whether amendments can be made to this 

proposal. RG explains amendments must have been suggested before the meeting.  

Senate votes and the proposal passes. 

2. Senate Committees Bye Law amendment regarding Education Committee 

MS explains that this amendment would allow the Education Committee to request the Education Officer 

attend a specific University meeting.  

Senate votes and the proposal passes. 

3. Senate Bye Law amendment regarding voting abstentions 

Steering Committee introduce this constitutional proposal which would mean if more votes in abstention 

are recorded and re-vote fails to produce a conclusive result then the motion is tabled. 

Senate votes and the proposal passes. 

Action Items: FM to take to Board of Trustees and update bye laws accordingly. 

Agenda Topic #9: Policy Proposals – a breakdown of results for each vote is available on the 
Students’ Union website 

Senate move to discussing policy proposals. The order had been previously determined by a priority 
ballot open to all students. 

1. The Students’ Union to lobby the university to provide scholarships for refugees and those fleeing 
conflict zones  

BME Officer Deej Lashley-Johnson (DLJ) introduces his idea, highlighting the current refugee crisis and 

the high numbers of people displaced through war or climate change. He suggests that most refugees 

will never have the same opportunities afforded to the students at Senate and as the University has a 

large surplus, the Students’ Union should lobby the University to use some of this to provide scholarships 

for refugees.  

Audience member Edward Birdsall (EB) asks how the students will be selected. DLJ replies that his idea 

is simply to lobby the university to begin a refugee scholarship programme and that these specifics will 

be worked out later. EB suggests that the idea is unfair as this will take university places away from UK 

students. DJL replies that this is O.K. 

EB begins shouting and refuses to give back the microphone to the Union staff member. RG gives EB a 

second warning and explains he will no longer be able to contribute to the discussion. 
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RG asks the room for any debate points against this idea. None are offered so Senate votes and the 

motion passes. 

 

2. The Union should work towards the reduction and improved management of food waste on 
campus 
 

Ethical and Environmental Officer Alexandra Cuschieri introduces her motion which updates an existing 
Students’ Union policy. She explains that food waste is not only an economical issue but also an ethical 
one. She explains she would like to use the policy as a platform to make links with third party charities 
who work to collect food waste fit for human consumption.  
 

There are no clarification or debate points. Senate moves to voting and the idea passes.  

 
At this point a procedural motion is put forward to extend the meeting by 30 minutes to finish at 21:15. 
Diversity Officer Natasha Brooks raises the potential for this to be difficult for those with access needs or 
parental or caring responsibilities. A vote is taken and the proposal is rejected. 
 

3. The Union should campaign against the proposed cap on loans for postgraduates. 
 

Education Office Michael Spence introduces this idea which would mandate the Students’ Union to 

campaign against any age limit placed on postgraduate loans. 

Senate vote and the idea passes. 

4. Support Junior Doctors in their strikes and broader industrial dispute. 

Student Community Officer Joseph Clough (JC) introduces this idea, which would mandate the Students’ 

Union to support the Junior Doctors campaign. JC explains that current contract negotiations have 

broken down and 97% of junior doctors recently balloted have said they are prepared to strike. Changes 

to contracts will affect medical students at Manchester University who are already shouldering around 

£45,000 of debt. JC explains that the Union believes that education and healthcare are a public good so 

should support junior doctors in their struggle. 

There are no clarifications or debate points. Senate votes and the idea passes. 

5. Abolish the Safe Space Policy 

Student Edward Birdsall (EB) introduces his idea, which would abolish the Students’ Union’s Safe Space 

Policy. He suggests that the policy is an attack on freedom of speech as it can be used to prevent people 

from speaking at Students’ Union events, and also promotes segregation in the student population. He 

states that this makes it difficult for student societies who want to host interesting and controversial 

debates. EB also explains that and takes issue with the ‘small committee’ (the Exec Team) who have the 

final decision on whether the Students’ Union should host a speaker. 

RG asks the audience for clarifications. Women Students’ Officer Muneera Lula asks how EB ‘thinks the 

Safe Space Policy leads to segregation’. EB responds that having a Safe Space room in the Students’ 

Union is inappropriate as Trans* students shouldn’t ‘be banished to one room’. 

An audience member asks who has recently been banned using the Safe Space Policy. EB responds 

that Julie Bindel and Milo Yiannopoulos weren’t allowed to speak on campus after a decision made by 

Women’s Officer Jess Lishak (JL). JL responds to clarify that it was not a decision she made alone and 
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the reason was that these speakers had been recorded making transphobic statements on more than 

one occasion.  

RG asks for any debate points against this motion. LGBTQ Officer Liss Anckorn (LA) stands up and 

reads out a statement they have prepared with the LGBTQ society. LA states that the Safe Space Policy 

exists in part to reduce pressures or concerns related to identity and is a manifestation of the idea that 

the Students’ Union has a duty of care to ensure all of its students feel safe.  

There is some confusion over the meaning of the term ‘Safe Space’. JL stands up to address Senate to 

briefly explain the policy.  

EB points out that it is not the Students’ Union, but the police’s responsibility to prevent people from 

inciting hatred. JL attempts to respond but EB shouts over her. RG gives EB his third warning. EB 

addresses the room and verbally attacks JL a number of times. 

Community Officer Harriet Pugh raises a procedural point, and asks RG ‘how many warnings can be 

given before a person is removed from the room?’. RG responds that the rules state EB will now have to 

leave. EB refuses and security is called. Security remove EB from the room.  

Diversity Officer Natasha Brooks, speaking on behalf of Disabled Students’ Officer Dorian Gordon 

speaks for the motion, explaining that the policy to abolish it is based on a deeply flawed understanding 

of Safe Spaces. 

A student from the Random Panel requests to raise a procedural motion, suggesting this policy should go 

to an all student vote.  

Student Community Officer Joseph Clough (JC) responds explaining that they are a Trans* LGBTQ 

student. JC explains how shocked they are that this issue has made it to Senate and is not something 

that the student body should be able to decide. They argue that Senate is representative, diverse and 

weighted and if Senate members do not feel like they can make this type of decision there is very little 

point in having such democratic processes. JC explains that as a disabled student, they should not have 

to ‘go round 40,000 students begging for the right to exist and feel safe’.  

RG takes this procedural motion (to take this policy to an all student email) to a vote and it is rejected by 

Senate. 

Senate moves to voting on whether to ‘Abolish the Safe Space’ policy. Votes are collected on printed 

ballot papers and counted by hand. The idea is rejected. 

RG explains that it is now 20:46 so Senate is over. He thanks all for attending and invites them to Room 

2 for mulled wine and mince pies. 

Action Items: FM to update policy section of the Students’ Union website. 

Next meeting: April 14th 2016, 18:00. 
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